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odulin's selectivity for actinides
over lanthanides by controlling solvent
coordination and second-sphere interactions†

Joseph A. Mattocks, a Joseph A. Cotruvo, Jr *a

and Gauthier J.-P. Deblonde *bc

Developing chelators that combine high affinity and selectivity for lanthanides and/or actinides is

paramount for numerous industries, including rare earths mining, nuclear waste management, and

cancer medicine. In particular, achieving selectivity between actinides and lanthanides is notoriously

difficult. The protein lanmodulin (LanM) is one of Nature's most selective chelators for trivalent actinides

and lanthanides. However, mechanistic understanding of LanM's affinity and selectivity for f-elements

remains limited. In order to decipher, and possibly improve, the features of LanM's metal-binding sites

that contribute to this actinide/lanthanide selectivity, we characterized five LanM variants, substituting

the aspartate residue at the 9th position of each metal-binding site with asparagine, histidine, alanine,

methionine, and selenomethionine. Spectroscopic measurements with lanthanides (Nd3+ and Eu3+) and

actinides (243Am3+ and 248Cm3+) reveal that, contrary to the behavior of small chelator complexes,

metal-coordinated water molecules enhance LanM's affinity for f-elements and pH-stability of its

complexes. Furthermore, the results show that the native aspartate does not coordinate the metal

directly but rather hydrogen bonds to coordinated solvent. By tuning this first-sphere/second-sphere

interaction, the asparagine variant nearly doubles LanM's selectivity for actinides versus lanthanides. This

study not only clarifies the essential role of coordinated solvent for LanM's physiological function and

separation applications, but it also demonstrates that LanM's preference for actinides over lanthanides

can be further improved. More broadly, it demonstrates how biomolecular scaffolds possess an

expanded repertoire of tunable interactions compared to most small-molecule ligands – providing an

avenue for high-performance LanM-based actinide/lanthanide separation methods and bio-engineered

chelators optimized for specific medical isotopes.
Introduction

The design of chelators that are selective for particular metal
ions is at the core of numerous applications, including anti-
cancer drugs,1,2 medical imaging,3,4 hydrometallurgy,5–7 analyt-
ical chemistry,8–10 and nuclear spent fuel reprocessing.11 Some
of the most studied metal chelators are those for the extraction
and purication of rare earth elements,5–7 and for actinide/
lanthanide partition in the frame of nuclear spent fuel reproc-
essing.12–17 However, f-element separations are among the most
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difficult due to the chemical similarities among trivalent acti-
nide (An3+) and lanthanide (Ln3+) ions, both within and between
the 4f and 5f series.18,19 For instance, separation of lanthanide
ssion products from heavy actinides (i.e., Am3+ and Cm3+)
present in nuclear spent fuel is a critical challenge to overcome
for closing the nuclear fuel cycle, but processes able to separate
the 4f and 5f series are notoriously arduous to develop and
implement11 – equivalent to the separation of individual
lanthanides but with additional radiation-related constraints.
Typical approaches to increase the selectivity of small-mole-
cule20,21 and peptide22 ligands for actinides focus on alteration
of the rst coordination sphere, exploiting differential aqueous
ligand complexation kinetics,23 or differences in the extractant
speciation in the organic phase24 (in the case of liquid–liquid
extraction). Here, we show how dissection of the supramolec-
ular architecture of the metal-binding sites in lanmodulin –

a natural protein highly selective for f-elements – allows engi-
neering of higher An3+/Ln3+ selectivity by a new approach,
tuning solvent and second-sphere interactions.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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With the accelerating interest in f-element chemistry over the
past decades,5,25 highly effective and selective chelators for triva-
lent actinides and lanthanides, and for their separation, remain
some of themost covetedmolecules.26–28 The recent discovery that
numerous bacteria selectively acquire and use lanthanide ions for
alcohol oxidation and perhaps other biochemical processes29,30

has the potential to provide new, efficient ligands for extraction
and separations of lanthanides and actinides.31,32 In this context,
a small (12 kDa) natural protein that selectively complexes triva-
lent lanthanide ions, named lanmodulin (LanM) because its
structure is modulated by lanthanide binding, was identied in
2018.33 LanM is found in a gene cluster encoding the rst iden-
tied lanthanide uptake system.33–36 Multiple lines of evidence,
from the details of LanM's discovery and its biophysical proper-
ties to its expression being strongly induced in vitro and under
physiologically relevant conditions in the presence of lantha-
nides,34,37 point to an important role in uptake of the light
lanthanides preferred by the bacteria, although it is non-essential
for growth in the presence of soluble La3+.34,36 Natural proteins
that bind trivalent lanthanides and actinides had been
studied38–47 before LanM but these metalloproteins bind Ln3+ and
An3+ ions relatively weakly (Kd in the millimolar to micromolar
range) and non-selectively, as they are instead meant to bind
other cations in the natural environment. By contrast, LanM is
naturally optimized to complex Ln3+ ions and exhibits unusually
strong affinity and selectivity for them. LanM has three high-
affinity metal binding sites and forms Ln3LanM complexes with
Kds in the low picomolar range.33,35,48 Among the lanthanide
series, its affinity is highest for Pr3+ and Nd3+,33,35,48 although the
La3+ complex is most resistant to physiological chelators such as
citrate.7 In fact, LanM is the strongest known natural macro-
chelator for lanthanides, outcompeting previously studied
proteins and even the synthetic peptide “lanthanide-binding
tags” (LBTs)49–51 by multiple orders of magnitude.

Our team has recently demonstrated that LanM's unique
properties can be leveraged for a number of applications for f-
elements. LanM can selectively scavenge Ln3+ ions even in the
presence of billons of equivalents of competing metal ions, and
its complexes remain stable as low as pH �2.5 and at least up to
95 �C.33,35,48 It allows for selective recovery of rare earths from low-
grade industrial feedstocks,48 or for detection of nanomolar
concentrations of lanthanides in highly complex matrices,35,52 or
even for lanthanide–lanthanide separation using immobilized
LanM.7 In line with our results, Hussain et al.53 recently leveraged
the thermal stability of LanM to recover lanthanides from steel
slag leachates using a biomaterial based on LanM and an elastin-
like polypeptide via heat-induced precipitation cycles. Further-
more, our team demonstrated54 that LanM is even more effective
at binding trivalent actinides, capable of scavenging actinium
(Ac3+) down to femtomolar concentrations while remaining
selective against radium (Ra2+) or even >10+10 equivalents of
endogenous cations (e.g., Ca2+, Mg2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Mn2+). Radio-
chemistry experiments contrasted with circular dichroism
measurements revealed54 that the actinium complex of LanM is
more stable than its lanthanum counterpart with Kd values of
0.865 pM and 1.8 pM (at pH 7.0) for Ac3LanM and La3LanM,
respectively. Using independent spectroscopic techniques, we
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
determined55 the stability constants of the Am3+ and Cm3+

complexes of LanM and also found the actinide complexes to be
more stable than their lanthanide analogues, with Kd values of
1.3 and 1.2 pM (at pH 5.0) for Am3LanM and Cm3LanM,
compared to�10–20 pM for Pr3LanM, Nd3LanM, and Sm3LanM.
It was also found that NpO2

+ does not interact signicantly with
LanM, allowing its convenient separation from the LanM-bound
Am3+ by simple ltration.55 More recently, Singer et al.56 per-
formed lanthanide–lanthanide and lanthanide-actinide compe-
tition assays with LanM in the presence of super-stoichiometric
amounts of f-elements, at pH 6.7 without pH buffer capacity.
Although their conclusions56 appear largely in line with our prior
studies,33,35,48,54,55 under those authors' conditions the formation
of metal hydroxides as well as multi-metal species (e.g., LuOH2+,
CmOH2+, NdCm2LanM, La2EuLanM, etc.) cannot be avoided and
would have likely contributed to the spectroscopic properties and
trends observed.

The reasons for LanM's combined high affinity and selectivity
for trivalent f-elements are not fully understood. Moreover, all
previously published studies on LanM have been done with
unmodied coordination environments. It therefore remained
unknown if proteins with enhanced properties relative to wild-
type (WT) LanM could be obtained via select mutations. In this
study, ve LanM variants were engineered and their complexes
with Am3+, Cm3+, and lanthanide ions (Nd3+, for its closest ionic
radius to those actinides, as well as Eu3+, because of its intrinsic
luminescence) were characterized. The study shows that the
LanM framework still provides high-affinity metalloproteins able
to challenge known f-element chelators, even for variants with
altered metal-binding sites, thus suggesting a broader role for
LanM homologs in nature. Additionally, results obtained with
Am3+, Cm3+, and Ln3+, using a combination of solution thermo-
dynamic and spectroscopy experiments, provide evidence that the
presence of water molecules coordinating the metal ions within
LanM's binding sites is a key factor driving the complexes'
stability. The results strongly suggest that hydrogen bond inter-
actions between second-sphere residues and rst-sphere water
molecules stabilize LanM's complexes and that disrupting these
interactions yields weaker metal–LanM complexes even if the
number of organic chelating moieties around the metal ion is
increased. This mechanism departs from traditional small
chelator–metal complexes where ligands with high denticity
typically lead to stronger complexes.57 Finally, taking advantage of
the ability to ne-tune these second-sphere interactions within
the protein framework, we identify and test a variant with two
times higher selectivity for actinides over lanthanides, compared
to WT LanM. These results both provide fundamental under-
standing of metal selectivity in LanM and demonstrate the
promise of further exploiting this remarkable protein for high-
performance separation and chelation applications.

Results and discussion
Rational design of LanM variants for lanthanide and actinide
binding

Three of LanM's four EF hands have high affinity for trivalent
lanthanides and actinides (Fig. 1).33,35,48,52,54,55 The apo form of
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6054–6066 | 6055



Fig. 1 LanM's metal-binding sites and mutations performed in this study. Left: representation of the metal-bound WT LanM structure and the
metal-binding site at EF2 based on the solution-state NMR structure of Y3LanM reported by Cook et al.58 (PDB code: 6MI5). The D9 residue is
shown in salmon for clarity. Solvent was not explicitly modeled in the metal-binding sites but recent work has pointed to�2 coordinated solvent
molecules on average per site in WT LanM.52,55 A detailed view of the metal binding site and notation of the metal-coordinating amino acids is
provided. Right: amino acid substitutions at the D9 position of the EF hands 1, 2, and 3, studied in the present work.
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LanM is largely disordered33 and has not been structurally
characterized. Structural data for a metal complex with LanM
has been limited to a solution-state NMR structure58 of the
protein's complex with Y3+, which conrmed EF hands 1, 2, and
3 as high-affinity binding sites.

Recent studies have demonstrated that EF2 and EF3 bind
Ln3+ ions cooperatively, with EF1 being slightly more labile.52

The fourth site (EF4) was not modeled due to chemical
exchange of Y3+ on the NMR timescale,58 suggesting weaker
than micromolar affinity, consistent with the biochemical
studies.33,35,48,52 However, the NMR structure could not resolve
details of the metal-binding sites (e.g., presence of metal-
coordinated water molecules), but the lowest-energy struc-
tures suggested coordination of Y3+ through a backbone
carbonyl (T7) and ve conserved carboxylate sidechains (D1, D3,
D5, D9, and E12) within the EF loops 1, 2 and 3.58 Because the
residue at the 9th position of EF hands has been shown to play
a key role in controlling affinity and kinetics in Ca2+-binding EF-
hand proteins,59 we initially focused on this position in LanM.
Although an aspartate is not an uncommon residue at this
position in previously characterized EF-hand proteins,60 M.
extorquens LanM is unusual in that all four of its EF hands
feature D9, and we have previously suggested that these residues
may impact LanM's unprecedented selectivity pattern.33 Recent
investigations into the coordination spheres of the WT Tb3-
LanM,52 Gd3LanM, and Cm3LanM55 complexes have demon-
strated that, on average, �2H2O molecules are present in the
rst coordination sphere of these metals bound to LanM. This
observation is similar to that in Tb3+ and Eu3+ complexes of
calmodulin;38,61 the 9th position residue in Ca2+-bound EF hand
proteins is oen hydrogen bonded to a coordinated water.59

Together, these results raise the question whether the carbox-
ylate sidechain of LanM's conserved D9 residue interacts
directly with trivalent metals in the rst coordination sphere or
indirectly (in the second coordination sphere) via hydrogen
bonding to coordinated solvent.

Considering the unique affinity and selectivity of LanM for
lanthanides and actinides relative to other EF-hand proteins, we
6056 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6054–6066
sought to both probe the importance of the conserved D9

position to f-element coordination in LanM and enhance the
protein's selectivity for actinides over lanthanides, through
strategic alteration of the metal coordination sphere at the 9th

position in EF hands 1, 2, and 3. Therefore, we rationally altered
the chelating, steric and/or electronic properties of this posi-
tion: substituting D9 for a residue with comparable size but
differing electronics (asparagine, N); or for sterically “bulky”
residues (histidine, H; methionine, M; and selenomethionine,
SeMet); or for a non-interacting residue (alanine, A). We
postulated that in the case of direct metal coordination by D9 in
WT LanM, variants with soer electron-donating side chains
(i.e., M, N, H, SeMet) would have increased selectivity for acti-
nides.26,62 The non-interacting alanine residue was chosen to
help elucidate whether D9 participated in rst- or second-sphere
interactions.

Complexation of lanthanides and actinides by LanM variants

The ve LanM variants were denoted 3D9N, 3D9A, 3D9M,
3D9SeMet, and 3D9H, as three EF hands were substituted at the
D9 position. These variants were expressed and puried in good
yield and rst tested for complexation with lanthanides (see
Methods in ESI†). Stoichiometric titrations utilizing direct
excitation of Eu3+ luminescence, carried out at pH 5.0 (Fig. S1†),
show that all ve variants bind 3 equivalents of Eu3+ under these
conditions, like the WT protein. Titration of LanM with solu-
tions of lanthanides in equilibrium with ethylene glycol-bis(b-
aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N0,N0-tetraacetic acid (EGTA) allows for
the gradual formation of the lanthanide-LanM complexes, and
the corresponding folding of the protein63,64 can be followed by
circular dichroism (CD). Fig. 2 shows examples of CD titrations
for WT LanM and the ve variants, at pH 5, with Nd3+, with
thermodynamic data summarized in Table 1. Within the
lanthanide series, Nd3+ is the closest analogue for Am3+ in terms
of ionic radius (1.161 Å for Nd3+ vs. 1.157 Å for Am3+),18 moti-
vating its selection for the comparative studies here. All variants
undergo a signicant conformational change in the presence of
nanomolar to picomolar concentrations of free Nd3+,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Characterization of WT LanM and five D9 variants using circular dichroism. CD data showingmolar ellipticity values at 222 nm forWT LanM
and LanM variants vs. calculated free Nd3+ based on Nd total concentration, pH, pKa's of EGTA, and Nd-EGTA stability constant. [Ln]total ¼
0–10 mM, [LanM] ¼ 20 mM, [EGTA] ¼ 10 mM. pH ¼ 5.0. Buffer: 20 mM acetate, 100 mM KCl. The data were fitted to the Hill equation with 1 or 2
sets of sites, with apparent Kd values shown in Table 1 and complete parameters in Table S1.†
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highlighting their strong affinity for trivalent lanthanides. For
WT LanM, two consecutive conformational changes are
observed, consistent with previous characterization.33,52 At near-
neutral pH, the primary cooperative conformational change
associated with EF2/3 occurs at slightly lower free lanthanide
concentrations than the secondary change associated with EF1;
at pH 5, however, EF1 is signicantly more conformationally
labile than EF2/3.33,52 Interestingly, only one conformational
change was observed for each of the variants.

Under the tested conditions, these conformational changes
were triggered at free Nd3+ concentrations as low as �2.1 �
10�11, 5.3 � 10�11, 4.0 � 10�10, 1.5 � 10�9, 1.1 � 10�9, and 2.2
� 10�9 M, for WT LanM, 3D9N, 3D9A, 3D9M, 3D9SeMet, and
3D9H, respectively. The 3D9N variant is most like WT LanM in
terms of sidechain size and electronics, exhibiting the most
Table 1 Stability constants of americium(III) and neodymium(III)
complexes with wild-type LanM and its variants. pH ¼ 5.0

LanM variant
Kd,average for
Am3LanM

a (in pM)
Kd,app for Nd3LanM

b

(in pM)

WT LanM 1.4 � 0.5 21.3 � 0.6 (EF2/3)
4070 � 1050 (EF1)

3D9N 3.4 � 0.6 53.1 � 1.9
3D9A 9.7 � 3.1 397 � 6
3D9M 17.1 � 2.6 1460 � 70
3D9SeMet 16.4 � 2.5 1160 � 130
3D9H 13.4 � 2.1 2150 � 380

a From UV-vis spectrophotometric titrations. b Apparent Kd from CD
experiments. A conversion of Kd values into the log bMLH scale (used
for small-molecule chelators) is given Table S2.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
similar response to Nd3+ relative to the wild-type protein;
interestingly, 3D9N also displays a greater degree of folding in
the apoprotein than WT and the other variants, with a magni-
tude suggestive of pre-ordering of EF1 (Table S1†). The 3D9A
variant's response to Nd3+ is only shied by �20-fold relative to
WT LanM (apparent Kd of 400 pM vs. 20 pM – Table 1), but the
protein displays a conformational change consistent with
ordering only of EF2/3.

The 3D9N and 3D9A data thus suggest that the 9th residue
plays an especially important role in the structure of EF1. The
variants containing amino acids with the bulkiest side chains
(3D9M, 3D9H, and 3D9SeMet) exhibit similar, and the most
adversely affected, response to Nd3+ (�2 nM vs. 20 pM). All
variants (and WT) showed positive cooperativity in conforma-
tional response, except for 3D9H (Table S1†).

These results lead to two important conclusions. First, the
larger side chains chosen in this study fail to stabilize the
interaction between the given variant and its coordinated Nd3+

ions, whether because of differences in main chain structure
and communication between EF hands58,65 or because of
suboptimal side chain steric effects.59 Second, complete loss of
an interacting functionality at this position (3D9A variant) has
only a modest effect on binding affinity, suggesting that direct
interaction between the D9 side chain and coordinated Nd3+

may not be occurring in WT LanM (vide infra).
Analogous CD experiments cannot be performed with triva-

lent actinides (e.g., Ac3+, Am3+, Cm3+, Bk3+) due to radiation
constraints and the scarcity of the research isotopes. The
binding of the LanM variants to actinides was therefore evalu-
ated via UV-visible spectrophotometry using 243Am3+ and EDTA
as a reference ligand competitor. The Am3+ ion exhibits
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6054–6066 | 6057
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a narrow absorbance band (5f / 5f) at �500 nm that is
observable at micromolar concentrations and is sensitive to the
metal coordination environment.20,21,66 Measurement of the
absorbance spectrum of Am3+ in the presence of the LanM
variants at pH 5 conrmed that they all bind the actinide ion
(Fig. S2 and Table S3†). The Am3+ complexes with the ve
variants (i.e., Am33D9N, Am33D9A, Am33D9M, Am33D9SeMet,
and Am33D9H) have relatively similar absorbance features as
the WT, with 3D9H being the most distinct, suggesting a slightly
different coordination environment (vide infra). The Am3+

absorbance band shis from 503.9 nm to 505–506 nm and
a shoulder appears at 512–519 nm, which is direct evidence of
the complexation of americium by the proteins. Using our
previously established spectrophotometric titration method48,55

using EDTA as a suitable ligand competitor for LanM (Fig. 3),
the formation constants of the ve Am3+–LanM variant
complexes were determined. While the sequential release of
Am3+ from the three sites of LanM was not observed during
these spectrophotometric experiments (indicative of similar
affinities), the averaged dissociation constants (Kd,average, for
metal–ligand dissociation) of Am3LanM can be calculated for
comparison with the apparent dissociation constants (Kd,app,
for metal-dependent conformational change) derived from the
CD measurements with lanthanides. Table 1 summarizes these
Fig. 3 Complexation of americium(III) by LanM variants. Example of
UV-vis spectrophotometric competition titration between 3D9A and
EDTA for Am(III) binding. [Am] ¼ 15 mM, [LanM] ¼ 7.5 mM, [EDTA] ¼ 0 to
37.5 mM. pH¼ 5.0, buffer: 25 mM acetate, 75 mM KCl. Top: full spectra.
Bottom: absorbance variation at select wavelengths. See Fig. S3† for
similar experiments with the LanM variants 3D9N, 3D9M, 3D9H, and
3D9SeMet. A similar titration of WT LanM for Am(III) has been reported
elsewhere.55

6058 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6054–6066
Kd values of WT LanM and its variants for americium and
neodymium. The ve variants tested exhibit slightly lower
affinity for Am3+ than WT LanM but they nonetheless remain
highly efficient actinide-binding proteins, with Kd values of 3–20
pM, at pH 5.0 (compared to 1.4 pM for WT Am3LanM under
similar conditions). All variants exhibit higher stability
constants for americium than for neodymium, which further
evidences the superior affinity of LanM for trivalent actinides
over lanthanides. The increased divergence between the
Kd,average (Am

3+) and Kd,app (Nd3+) values for all but 3D9N likely
indicates less efficient coupling of metal binding and confor-
mational response.48 Nevertheless, the overall stability trend
observed among the variants at pH 5 is consistent for Am3+ and
Nd3+ and is as follows: WT > 3D9N > 3D9A[ 3D9M� 3D9SeMet
� 3D9H.

Thermodynamic data on americium–protein species are
scarce, and the ve new stability constants for such complexes
reported herein more than doubles the total number previously
published. Besides these and the WT Am–LanM complex,55 the
only other reported examples are siderocalin–siderophore–
americium adducts45 with Kd values of 240–29 000 pM, at pH
7.4, i.e., orders of magnitude less stable than for LanM and its
variants. Other actinide(III)–protein complexes, notably with
curium,38,39,41–43,47,67–69 also have Kds orders of magnitude weaker
than LanM or its variants. The synthetic LBT peptides49 and
their variants have been studied for lanthanide and also Am3+

complexation, but their Kds remained in the micromolar to
nanomolar range (e.g., 45 000 pM for Am3+–LBT and 230 000–
2 700 000 pM for nine LBT variants tested,22 at pH 7), high-
lighting the difficulty of designing high-affinity chelators for f-
elements, and particularly for trivalent actinides.

To summarize these data so far, the thermodynamic
comparisons between Am3+ and Nd3+ complexes of LanM and
its variants allow us to draw several conclusions. First, as the
ionic radii of Nd3+ and Am3+ are nearly identical,18 the higher
stability of the Am–LanM complexes indicates that the metal
ion size is not the only driver for LanM's binding affinity. In
prior studies,7,33,35,48 LanM's affinity trend along the lanthanide
series was found to not follow the lanthanide contraction
(contrary to what is generally observed for small ligands1,12,70,71),
which further suggests that effects other than size match and
pure ionic interactions are at play in LanM's binding mecha-
nism and preference for actinides. Second, the 3D9A and 3D9N
variants retain strong affinity for actinides and lanthanides,
akin to WT LanM. In particular, if the aspartate residue in WT
LanM were a direct ligand to the metal ion, it would be
surprising that high affinity is retained upon its substitution
with alanine, the side chain of which does not have the ability to
coordinate the metal ion (Fig. 1). This observation is the rst
evidence that the D9 residue does not interact directly with the
metal ion in WT LanM and might instead interact with coor-
dinated solvent; this interpretation will be further supported by
additional experiments below. Third, substitution for a bulky
residue in the D9 position interferes with LanM's folding, as
exemplied with the D9H variant, strongly suggesting that the
9th position is critical for coupling of metal binding and the
overall conformational change of the protein (Fig. 2). Finally,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the substitution D/ N is the best tolerated mutation at the 9th

position. These results prompted further investigations into
LanM complexes' selectivity and stability, as detailed below.
Acidity properties of lanthanide and actinide complexes with
LanM variants

Whereas thermodynamic differences may not be enough to
separate f-elements by directly using LanM at high pH, due to
the presence of multiple binding sites and possible formation
of multi-metal species (as previously observed at pH $ 5 for
multi-lanthanide LanM complexes48), Dong et al. recently
demonstrated7 that selective desorption of lanthanides from
immobilized WT LanM can be obtained in the high-acidity
range (pH < 3), closer to the apparent pKa of the metal-bound
carboxylate groups of LanM's EF hands. The ability to bind
lanthanides at low pH is another feature that is not observed in
prior proteins studied for f-element complexation.7,48,52,54,55 We
here posited that the variants constructed above may result in
different pH values at which actinides and/or lanthanides are
released, potentially enhancing selectivity compared to the
wild-type protein. Europium and curium (Eu3+ and 248Cm3+)
Fig. 4 LanM variants binding to actinide and lanthanide ions and release a
the Cm3+–LanM complexes (602–603 nm) in the lower pH region (0.5
spectra, excitation spectra, and lifetime measurements, as well as pH curv
Cm3+ in the presence of LanM or its variants at pH 2.9, highlighting the diff
comparison of the Cm–LanM spectra at pH 7.0 and pH 2.9 is given in Fig.
Eu3+–LanM complexes (615 nm) in the lower pH region (0.5 mM LanM,
Fig. S10.† Full titrations, up to pH�8.5 are given in Fig. S11.† (d) pH50% valu
the stability constant of Am3LanM and Nd3LanM (log b31 at pH 5), for WT L
behavior of the 3D9N variant. Square symbols: lanthanides (Nd3+ and Eu

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
were used for these investigations as both are luminescent in
the presence of LanM and can be quantitatively measured via
uorescence spectroscopy within the same concentration
range. Fluorescence emission and excitation spectra were
measured for Cm3+ and Eu3+ in the presence of LanM and
variants from pH 1.0 to 8.5 (Fig. 4a–c and S4–S8†) using iden-
tical solution conditions for direct comparison. The emission/
excitation spectra of the unbound Cm3+and Eu3+ readily differ
from those of their LanM complexes (Fig. 4b, S9 and S10†),
further conrming the ability of the ve variants to complex
actinides and lanthanides in solution.

In line with our solution thermodynamic measurements on
Am3+ and Nd3+ (vide supra), LanM binds Cm3+ at a lower pH
than Eu3+. As shown in Fig. 4, 50% of Cm3+ is already bound to
LanM at pH 2.75, while a pH of 2.95 is needed for Eu3+. All
variants exhibit lower pH50% for Cm3+ relative to Eu3+, thus
unequivocally demonstrating LanM's preference for the acti-
nides over the lanthanides via a macroscopic observation,
independent of thermodynamic measurements. The complex-
ation order among the variants at low pH is the same for Cm3+

and Eu3+ (WT > 3D9N > 3D9A > 3D9M > 3D9SeMet > 3D9H) and is
t low pH. (a) Observed emission intensities for the fluorescence peak of
mM LanM, 1.0 mM Cm3+). Full titrations, up to pH �8.5, with emission
e fitting are given in Fig. S4–S8.† (b) Fluorescence emission spectra for
erent complexation behavior observed among the variants at low pH. A
S9.† (c) Observed emission intensities for the fluorescence peak of the
1.0 mM Eu3+). Comparison of all variants at pH 3.3 and 7.0 is given in
es for actinide–LanM and lanthanide–LanM complexes plotted against
anM and the five variants reported in this study, highlighting the distinct
3+). Diamond symbols: actinides (Am3+ and Cm3+).
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consistent with the stability constants determined for the
M3LanM complexes at higher pH. The protein variants exhib-
iting the strongest metal affinity (i.e., lowest Kd value in Table 1)
release their metal ion at lower pH. Interestingly, mutation of
a single amino acid (out of 12) in LanM's EF loops can shi its
pH50% value by one pH unit (from 2.8 for WT LanM to 3.8 for the
3D9H variant). This demonstrates that the release of actinides
and lanthanides from LanM can be nely modulated for
potential separation applications. Among the variants tested,
3D9N has a pH50% difference between actinides and lanthanides
which is twice that of the WT, with pH50% values for Cm3+ and
Eu3+ of 2.75 vs. 2.95 for WT (DpH50% ¼ 0.20), compared to 2.85
vs. 3.25 for 3D9N (DpH50% ¼ 0.40). The 3D9A, 3D9M, 3D9SeMet,
and 3D9H variants have DpH50% of 0.27, 0.25, 0.33, and 0.17,
respectively. Hence, the 3D9N variant offers the best combina-
tion of properties, with both high affinity for both actinides and
lanthanides and improved selectivity between actinides and
lanthanides at low pH.

The larger difference observed between actinides and
lanthanides for the 3D9N variant, without compromising its
efficiency at low pH, could be due to the conservation of the
overall arrangement of the protein calix (the asparagine group
being of similar size as aspartate) while introducing slightly
soer donating atoms (neutral amide vs. negatively charged
carboxylate functions). Introduction of nitrogen-donating
groups in lieu of oxygen-donating functions has been shown
to induce better selectivity for actinides over lanthanides in
liquid–liquid extraction processes.62,72–75 However, because our
thermodynamic data suggest that there is not a direct interac-
tion between the D9/N9 residue and the metal ion, the pH50%

results may instead point to a hydrogen bonding interaction
between this residue and one of the coordinated solvent mole-
cules being subtly tuned by the 3D9N substitution. Potential
factors include donor–acceptor distance, potential for aspara-
gine to act as hydrogen-bond donor (NH2) or acceptor (CO)
depending on orientation of the sidechain, and Lewis acidity of
the metal ion and its effects on hydrogen bonding. With regard
to the latter point, we note that a decrease in Cm3+

uorescence
intensity was observed for all variants except 3D9N and WT in
the pH range 6–10 (Fig. S4–S8†), concomitant with a slight
shortening of the Cm3+

uorescence lifetime (Tables S4 and
S5†). While the uorescence intensity decreases by up to 30%
for the variants 3D9H, 3D9M, and 3D9SeMet, no free Cm3+ or
Cm–hydroxide species were detected as the emission/excitation
spectra and lifetimes clearly correspond to LanM-bound
species. However, a LanM-bound Cm–hydroxide species could
form via deprotonation of a coordinated water molecule. We
propose that such deprotonation might be disfavored by
hydrogen bonding between this solvent molecule and the 9th

position residue (as suggested above and supported further
below), but only when it is aspartate (WT) or asparagine (3D9N),
of the substitutions investigated here. By contrast, no uores-
cence decrease was observed for any variant in the case of Eu3+

for any variant (Fig. S11†), perhaps because it is predicted to be
a weaker Lewis acid than Cm3+. These observations, which
prompt further investigation, reinforce the complex metal-
solvent-side chain interactions in the protein system.
6060 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6054–6066
Binding of LanM to f-elements at high pH

As detailed above, the 3D9H variant has the smallest pH50%

difference between actinides and lanthanides and lowest
stability constant among the variants tested. However, the
mutated residue in this variant is a histidine, which is likely
detrimental to metal binding at low pH since the pKa of
unbound histidine is around 6.76 Hence, we also evaluated the
behavior of the 3D9H variant at high pH where the protonation
of the histidine group does not mask the binding potential of
this variant. The binding of Cm3+ to 3D9H was evaluated at pH
8.0 and similar experiments were also performed with WT
LanM and the 3D9N variant for comparison.

In this high pH range, the small molecule siderophore des-
ferrioaxmine B (DFOB) was used as ligand competitor since it is
reputedly one of the strongest natural chelators for trivalent
actinides at high pH.77,78 Fig. 5 shows ligand–ligand competi-
tion titrations between LanM and DFOB for the binding of
Cm3+. WT LanM strongly outcompetes DFOB in this pH range,
with 50% of Cm3LanM still formed in the presence of �1800
equivalents of DFOB. These results are in excellent agreement
with independent measurements55 at different pH values and
slightly different Cm3+ concentrations. The results indicate that
the 3D9N and 3D9H variants have lower affinity for Cm3+ than
WT LanM. Both variants are nonetheless highly effective acti-
nide chelators able to compete with DFOB. The 3D9N variant
requires �250 equivalents of DFOB to release 50% of curium
and 10 equivalents of DFOB in the case of 3D9H. These results
are consistent with the behavior observed in the low-pH range
and stability constants measured at pH 5.0 that indicate the
complexes of the three protein types are within 3 orders of
magnitude, and that 3D9H is weakest (vide supra). These results
further conrm that the incorporation of a bulky residue within
LanM's binding sites, even with a function amenable to
potentially coordinate the f-element, is detrimental to complex
stability.
Fluorescence properties and role of coordinated water
molecules

With the above data pointing to potential importance of coor-
dinated solvent in LanM's metal selectivity, time-resolved uo-
rescence measurements were performed to determine the
luminescence lifetimes of Cm3+ and Eu3+ in the presence of the
LanM variants. Both metal ions exhibit longer lifetimes upon
binding to the protein (�200 ms for Cm3LanM and �420 ms for
Eu3LanM – Table 2) relative to their free ions in aqueous solu-
tion (�70 ms for free Cm3+ and�110 ms for free Eu3+).79 Except in
the case of the 3D9N variant, the Cm3LanM and Eu3LanM
complexes have longer lifetimes with the variants when
compared to the wild-type protein. For both Cm3+ and Eu3+, the
3D9H variant has the longest lifetime (�20% longer than in the
case of WT LanM), while the 3D9N has the shortest (5% shorter
thanWT LanM). For aqueous complexes, a longer luminescence
lifetime is typically associated with a decrease in the number of
quenching water molecules around the emissive metal ion.
Kimura et al.80 and Horrocks et al.61,81 developed empirical
equations that allow for the calculation of the number of water
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Affinity of LanM and its 3D9N and 3D9H variants for Cm(III) at
high pH. Fluorescence spectroscopy titrations of Cm3LanM with
DFOB. (a) Wild-type LanM. (b) 3D9N variant. (c) 3D9H variant. (d)
Corresponding fraction of Cm(III) bound to LanM. [Cm] ¼ 1.0 mM,
[LanM] ¼ 0.5 mM, [DFOB] ¼ 0, 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 125, 250, 500, 875, or
1300 mM. pH ¼ 8.0. Buffer: 25 mM HEPES, 75 mM KCl. T ¼ 22 �C.
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molecules in the rst coordination sphere of a metal ion based
on its uorescence lifetime. Based on these equations, Cm3+

and Eu3+ are surrounded by 2.3 and 2.0 water molecules,
respectively, within the binding sites of WT LanM (Table 2).
This is consistent with independent measurements recently
performed52 with Tb3+ and LanM containing tryptophan resi-
dues as luminescence sensitizers. Based on the Kimura et al.80

and Horrocks et al.81 equations, the 3D9N variant complexes of
Cm3+ and Eu3+ have comparable numbers of water molecules
relative to their WT counterparts, whereas the 3D9A, 3D9M,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3D9SeMet, and 3D9H complexes have slightly fewer coordinated
water molecules.

In the case of 3D9H, we observed sensitization of Cm3+ via
excitation of the histidine group at 270 nm and intramolecular
energy transfer (Fig. S12†) whereas no luminescence is observed
when exciting the WT Cm3LanM complex at this wavelength.
This observation indicates that the histidine group coordinates
Cm3+ in at least one EF hand in the 3D9H variant. The UV-vis
absorbance spectrum of the Am3+ in the presence of 3D9H is
also slightly different relative to the other variants (Fig. S2†),
also suggesting participation of the histidine group in metal
coordination.

Together, these results suggest that water molecules were
displaced from the metal coordination sphere to accommodate
the histidine side chain. Knowing that the 3D9H complexes are
less stable than their wild-type analogues (vide supra), this
suggests that the presence of water molecules within LanM's
binding sites is more important for the stability of its complexes
than the coordination of organic functionalities.

Since the equation from Horrocks et al.81 uses the lifetime
values determined in H2O and D2O solutions, whereas the
Kimura et al. equation79 only uses the lifetimemeasured in H2O,
the direct comparison of Cm3+ and Eu3+ complexes and their
calculated number of water molecules may be biased. Thus, the
lifetimes of Cm3+–LanM complexes in deuterated solutions
were also measured for a better comparison (Fig. 6, S13 and
S14†). As H2O molecules are replaced by D2O ones, the non-
radiative pathways are reduced, lengthening the uorescence
lifetime of the emissive f-element. Hence, the ratio between the
lifetimes measured in D2O and H2O also informs us on the
presence of water molecules in the vicinity of the metal and how
they impact its coordination. Fig. 6 shows that the variants with
highest lifetime ratios are also the most thermodynamically
stable, thus conrming the key role of the water molecules in
the actinide and lanthanide complexes of LanM.

This conclusion contrasts with what is generally observed
with small molecule complexes of f-elements where ligands
with higher denticity (i.e., fewer water molecules coordinated to
the metal) yield stronger complexes,57,82–84 and it likely reects
the need to optimize both local (metal-site) and global (protein)
structure to yield the highest-stability LanM complexes.48,85 In
the case of Eu3+, where the equation from Horrocks et al.81 is
well established, the results indicate that the metal ion is
coordinated by 2 water molecules in the D9N and D9A variants,
similar to WT LanM. In particular, the observation that
substituting an Asp for an Ala residue, the side chain of which
cannot coordinate the metal ion, does not increase the number
of coordinated solvent molecules strongly supports our
proposal that the Asp itself does not coordinate the metal ion
directly in WT LanM. Because maintenance of hydrogen-
bonding potential in 3D9N has only a minor effect on affinity,
while the other substitutions are more disruptive, this residue
still makes an important contribution to the metal site. There-
fore the native D9 residue (as well as mutant N9) is most likely
interacting with the coordinated solvent, as oen observed in
Ca2+-binding EF hands.59
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6054–6066 | 6061



Table 2 Fluorescence lifetimes for Cm(III) and Eu(III) complexes with WT LanM and LanM variants (pH ¼ 7). For each variants a series of several
H2O–D2O samples was measured to confirm the lifetime in pure D2O, as shown in Fig. S13 and S14 for curium and Fig. S15 for europium

Variant

Curium(III) Europium(III)

In H2O (ms) In D2O (ms) nH2O
a

In H2O
(ms) In D2O (ms) nH2O

b

WT LanM 208 � 2c 936c 2.3c 400 � 20 2560 � 360 2.0
3D9N 194 � 4 853 � 15 2.5 380 � 10 2130 � 110 2.0
3D9A 219 � 4 886 � 16 2.1 410 � 10 2490 � 80 1.9
3D9SeMet 220 � 5 785 � 18 2.1 410 � 10 1260 � 140 1.5
3D9M 224 � 5 815 � 18 2.0 440 � 10 2100 � 250 1.6
3D9H 245 � 5 681 � 14 1.8 480 � 10 2330 � 90 1.5

a Calculated using Kimura's equation.80 b Calculated using Horrocks' equation.81 c Previously reported in ref. 55.
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Actinide–lanthanide separation using LanM

Based on the difference in pH50% values with Cm3+ and Eu3+

for WT LanM (Fig. 4), we hypothesized that, at low pH, LanM
would be able to selectively complex the actinide ions while
leaving the lanthanides unbound. Furthermore, because 3D9N
exhibited a larger difference in pH50% it may perform even
better than the WT protein. Fig. 7 displays the uorescence
emission spectra of Cm3LanM at pH 2.9 upon addition of
Eu3+. An absence of selectivity would manifest as a 50%
decrease in the uorescence intensity aer addition of 1
Fig. 6 Luminescence lifetimes of Cm3+ and Eu3+ bound to LanM var
Cm3LanM (3D9N variant) as a function of the content of D2O in solution. T
y-axis). The empty symbol for Cm3+ (100% D2O) was calculated based on
¼ 7.0, buffer ¼ 25 mM HEPES, 75 mM NaCl. Similar data for all the var
Fig. S13–S15.† See Table S6† for numerical values. Corresponding values
Fig. S13† for comparison. (b) Correlation between the increase in the Cm3

different LanM variants as a function of the thermodynamic stability of th
because of the potential protonation of the histidine group at pH 5. (c) S
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equivalent of Eu3+ relative to Cm3+ due to randomization of
the species distribution (e.g., Eu3LanM, Eu2CmLanM,
EuCm2LanM, Cm3LanM, Eu3+, Cm3+). However, the results
clearly show that a large excess of Eu3+ is needed to bind Eu3+

to LanM at the expense of Cm3+. For instance, aer addition of
10 equivalents of europium (enough metal ions to saturate the
binding sites of LanM multiple times) �20% of curium is still
bound to LanM. Similar results were obtained with Nd3+

(Fig. S16†). This denitively demonstrates the intrinsic selec-
tivity of LanM for actinides over lanthanides. Moreover,
iants measured in D2O–H2O mixtures. (a) Fluorescence lifetime for
riangles: lifetime values (left y-axis). Circles: inverse of the lifetime (right
the linear correlation as displayed on the graph. Initial pH in pure H2O
iants tested in this study (3D9M, 3D9A, 3D9H, 3D9SeMet) are given in
for WT LanM have been previously reported[55] and are also shown in

+ lifetime from pure H2O to pure D2O (lifetime ratio¼ sD2O/sH2O) for the
eir Am3+ complexes. The 3D9H variant is displayed separately (triangle)
ame as (a) but with Eu3+. (d) Same as (b) but with Eu3+ and Nd3+.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Observed selectivity of WT LanM and its variant 3D9N for the trivalent actinides over the trivalent lanthanides. Top panels: competition
between Cm3+ and Eu3+, followed by fluorescence spectroscopy, in the presence of WT LanM (a) or its variant 3D9N (b). The dotted orange curve
is the emission spectrum of Cm3+ in the absence of LanM and in the same buffer. The small shoulder appearing at 615 nm is due to Eu3+. Bottom
panels: fraction of Cm3+ and Eu3+ bound to WT (c) and 3D9N (d) LanM (based on the fluorescence intensity) as a function of the ratio Eu/Cm,
and corresponding separation factors Cm/Eu (SF). pH¼ 2.9. T¼ 22 �C. Buffer: 25 mM glycine, 75 mMNaCl. [Cm]¼ 1.0 mM, [LanM]¼ 0.5 mM, [Eu]
¼ 0 to 20 mM. Similar results were obtained with Nd3+/Cm3+/LanM samples (see Fig. S16†).
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similar experiments performed with the 3D9N variant show
that it has better actinide/lanthanide selectivity than WT
LanM, with �30% of curium bound to 3D9N aer addition of
10 equivalents of europium. The calculated separation factors
Cm/Eu for these experiments range from 2.6–5.2 for WT
LanM, compared to 4.7–11.1 in the case of the 3D9N variant
(Fig. 7). While these tests remain fundamental chemistry
experiments and are not intended to represent the ultimate
performance of a LanM-based process, they indicate that
LanM could be used to selectively scavenge actinides from
acidic mixtures containing lanthanides. One could imagine
a system where the 3D9N variant is immobilized onto a solid
support7 and could act as a passive device to preferentially
extract and pre-concentrate actinides from acidic mixtures of
actinides and lanthanide ssion products. The results also
demonstrate that select substitutions, including 3D9N, can
improve the properties of the wild-type protein.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Conclusions

This work is the rst to examine variants of LanM that have
been strategically redesigned for altered metal-binding prop-
erties. Rational mutagenesis of the D9 position within each of
LanM's high-affinity metal-binding loops reveals how the
protein is optimized for rst-sphere coordination of 2 solvent
molecules (on average, at least for f-elements with similar ionic
radius to Nd3+). It also demonstrates the crucial importance of
second-sphere interactions with at least one of those waters
impacting selectivity and affinity. Whereas other studies20,21,24,26

have focused on rst-coordination-sphere effects to alter An3+/
Ln3+ selectivity of ligands, here we show that LanM's selectivity
can also be substantially enhanced by modulation of a single,
second-sphere hydrogen bond.

These results have important implications for both the
physiological function and technological applications of LanM.
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6054–6066 | 6063
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All attempted mutations to the D9 position produced LanM
variants that maintain the wild-type protein's overall function,
demonstrating the robustness of the LanM architecture to
natural variations. Importantly, however, the direct interaction
between this residue and coordinated solvent is essential for
optimal coupling of metal binding events to the protein's
conformational change48,52,58,85 – which seems to be crucial for
kinetic stability of the protein's metal complexes.7 Our work
also shows that decreasing the number of these coordinated
waters (e.g., 3D9H) does not increase complex stability. This
surprising observation suggests that it is important for LanM to
have open coordination sites to optimize not only f-element
binding selectivity,52 but also associative metal transfer in the
presence of a competitive ligand or a synergistic binding
partner. Such a partner might be the outer membrane receptor
in the lanM gene cluster, if the hypothesis that LanM is
a secreted macromolecular lanthanophore/actinophore55 – to
complement a separate small-molecule system recently
described in a pre-print86 – is correct. Our observation also
accounts for LanM's complexes with Ac3+ and La3+ being the
most resistant to chelators that would be encountered in Nature
like citrate,7 carbonate, and phosphate,54 despite having lower
affinity55 than Nd3+, Am3+, and Cm3+ – an unusual property that
can be exploited for separations.

Finally, our results solidify a new principle for ne-tunning f-
element separations. Because the extent of coupling of metal
binding and conformational change, and therefore complex
stability, in LanM varies across the lanthanide series,48 it follows
that second-sphere interactions also contribute to LanM's
selectivity within the lanthanides.7,33,35,48 Specically, the 3D9N
variant may perform better than even the WT protein in REE–
REE separations,7 improving separation factors while retaining
high-affinity, high-selectivity, and low-pH binding. This obser-
vation motivates exploration of the numerous naturally occur-
ring lanmodulins87 possessing potential hydrogen bond-
donating residues in place of carboxylates in their EF hands,
at the 9th position and elsewhere, for new selectivity trends. In
turn, the diversity in these sequences could reect distinct
environmental niches and bioavailabilities of lanthanides/
actinides for the bacteria expressing these lanmodulins. Such
variants – whether naturally occurring or synthetically produced
– or smaller units derived from them, may enable future
applications in analysis of actinide samples, separation of
actinides/lanthanides, and even variants tailored for specic
medical radiometals.
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